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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two options are available in the Section Order field on
the Create Questionnaire Template Contents page when creating
questionnaire template? (Choose two.)
A. Random
B. Ascending
C. Manual
D. Descending
E. Sequential
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
What is the effect of specifying the "ENABLE PLUGGABLE
DATABASE" clause in a "CREATE DATABASE" statement?
A. It will create a CDB that must be plugged into an existing
CDB.

B. It will create a CDB with root opened and seed read only.
C. It will create a CDB with root and seed opened and one PDB
mounted.
D. It will create a multitenant container database (CDB) with
only the root opened.
E. It will create a CDB with root opened and seed mounted.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
* The CREATE DATABASE ... ENABLE PLUGGABLE DATABASE SQL
statement creates a new CDB. If you do not specify the ENABLE
PLUGGABLE DATABASE clause, then the newly created database is a
non-CDB and can never contain PDBs.
Along with the root (CDB$ROOT), Oracle Database automatically
creates a seed PDB (PDB$SEED). The following graphic shows a
newly created CDB:
* Creating a PDB
Rather than constructing the data dictionary tables that define
an empty PDB from scratch, and then populating its Obj$ and
Dependency$ tables, the empty PDB is created when the CDB is
created. (Here, we use empty to mean containing no
customer-created artifacts.) It is referred to as the seed PDB
and has the name PDB$Seed. Every CDB non-negotiably contains a
seed PDB; it is non-negotiably always open in read-only mode.
This has no conceptual significance; rather, it is just an
optimization device. The create PDB operation is implemented as
a special case of the clone PDB operation.

NEW QUESTION: 3
To secure an application after a large data breach, an
e-commerce site will be resetting all users' credentials.
Which of the following will BEST ensure the site's users are
not compromised after the reset?
A. A geofencing policy based on login history
B. Encrypted credentials in transit
C. Account lockout after three failed attempts
D. A password reuse policy
Answer: B
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